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CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM ASSOCIATED TO GAUSSIAN OPERATORS
OF TYPE B
WIKTOR EJSMONT
Abstract. Speicher [S92] showed a fundamental fact in noncommutative probability theories
and generalized the Central Limit Theorem (CLT). This result provides a very important tool
to investigate noncommutative random variables. Nou [N06] used Speicher’s result to provide
Hiai’s q-ArakiWoods von Neumann algebras. Also Biane [Bi97] employed Speicher’s central
limit theorem to deduce Nelson’s inequalities for the functors Γq. In this article we formulate
the CLT associated to Gaussian operators of type B – see [BEH15], where important role is
played by colored pair partitions. Then we present a certain family of noncommutative random
matrix models for the (α,q)–deformed Gaussian random variables.
1. Introduction
1.1. The deformed Gaussian variables of type B. At the beginning we introduce essential
information to deal with Gaussian variables of type B (correspond to Coxeter groups of type
B; see [BEH15] for more details). Let HR be a separable real Hilbert space and let H be its
complexification with inner product x¨, ¨y, linear on the right component and anti-linear on the
left. When considering elements in HR, it holds true that xx,yy = xy, xy. We also assume that
there exists a self-adjoint involution H Q x ÞÑ x¯ P H, i.e. a self-adjoint linear bounded operator
on H such that the double application of it becomes the identity operator. Let Ffin(H) be
the (algebraic) full Fock space over H defined as Ffin(H) :=
À
∞
n=0H
bn, with convention that
Hb0 = CΩ is a one-dimensional normed unit vector called a vacuum. Note that elements of
Ffin(H) are finite linear combinations of the elements from H
bn,n P N Y t0u and we do not
take the completion. The Gaussian operator of type B or (α,q)–Gaussian operator is
Gα,q(x) = bα,q(x) + b
˚
α,q(x) x P H, α,q P (´1, 1),
where operators bα,q(x) and their adjoints b
˚
α,q(x) fulfill deformed commutation relations
bα,q(x)b
˚
α,q(y)´ qb˚α,q(y)bα,q(x) = xx,yyI+ αxx, y¯yq2N.
In the equation above q2N is the operator on Ffin(H) defined by the linear extension of q
2NΩ = 1
and q2Nx1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn = q2nx1b ¨ ¨ ¨ b xn. These operators act on a Hilbert space Ffin(H), with
the property that bα,q(x)Ω = 0. This information is sufficient to compute the moments of the
type-B Gaussian operator with respect to the vacuum vector state xΩ, ¨Ωy (playing the role
of expectation). In particular, we have the following result – see [BEH15]; for any n P N and
x1, . . . , x2n+1 P HR we have
xΩ,Gα,q(x1) ¨ ¨ ¨Gα,q(x2n+1)Ωy = 0,
xΩ,Gα,q(x1) ¨ ¨ ¨Gα,q(x2n)Ωy =
ÿ
πfPPB2 (2n)
αNB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf)
ź
ti,juPπ
f(ti,ju)=1
xxi, xjy
ź
ti,juPπ
f(ti,ju)=´1
xxi, xjy,
where πf are the pair partitions of type B with some special function on it (NB,Cr, Nest) – for
the reader’s convenience we shall introduce this definition in Subsection 2.1.
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1.2. Distribution. A distribution of a random variable corresponding to the bounded self-
adjoint operator X is a measure µ supported on the real line R such that
xΩ,XnΩy =
ż
R
xndµ(x).
Let MPα,q be the probability measure supported on (´2/
?
1´ q, 2/?1´ q), with absolutely
continuous part given by
(1.1)
dMPα,q
dt
(t) =
(q;q)∞(β
2;q)∞
2π
a
4/(1´ q) ´ t2 ¨
g(t, 1;q)g(t,´1;q)g(t,?q;q)g(t,´?q;q)
g(t, iβ;q)g(t,´iβ;q)
where
g(t,b;q) =
∞ź
k=0
(1´ 4bt(1´ q)´1/2qk + b2q2k), (s;q)∞ =
∞ź
k=0
(1´ sqk), s P R,
β =
#?´α, α ď 0,
i
?
α, α ě 0.
If α,q P (´1, 1) and x P H, }x} = 1, then MPαxx,x¯y,q is the probability distribution of Gα,q(x)
with respect to the vacuum state (by weak continuity we may allow the parameters (α,q) of
MPα,q to take any values in [´1, 1]ˆ [´1, 1]).
Example 1. In the special case we have
(1) The measure MPα,1 is the normal law (2(1+ α)π)
´1/2e´
t2
2(1+α)1R(t) dt;
(2) The measure MP0,0 is the standard Wigner’s semicircle law (1/2π)
?
4´ t21(´2,2)(t) dt;
(3) The measure MP0,q is the q–Gaussian law [BS91];
(4) The measure MPα,´1 is the Bernoulli law (1/2)(δ?1+α + δ´?1+α);
(5) The measure MPα,0 is a symmetric free Meixner law [A03].
1.3. Noncommutative Central Limit Theorem. Our motivation to find random matrices
which asymptotically behave like (α,q)–Gaussian variables were inspired by a careful study
of the article of Speicher [S92]. In [S92], Speicher showed a CLT for the special measure of
Example 1, i.e. for the q–Gaussian law. Speicher’s CLT concerns a sequence of elements
b1, . . . ,bn, whose terms pair-wise satisfy the deformed commutation relation bibj = s(j, i)bjbi
with s(j, i) P t´1, 1u. It is not a priori clear that the sums b1+b˚1+¨¨¨+bn+b˚n?
N
should converge in
some reasonable sense for q–Gaussians, but that indeed turns out to be the case. Later this
topic was deeply analyzed by several autors [S01, K05, B14]. S´niady [S01] constructed a family
of Gaussian random matrix (i.e. their entries are Gaussian) models for the q–Gaussian random
variables. Kemp [K05] obtained similar model for the corresponding q-deformed circular system
replacing 2ˆ2 matrices (Speicher approach) by 4ˆ4 block-diagonal matrices. A related problem
of finding a random matrix model for the so-called (q, t)–Gaussian measure (see [B12]) was
solved by Blitvic´ [B14].
At this point it is worth to mention that in noncommutative literature recently we can
also find some other approximations of q–Gaussian measure by Wigner integrals (see Deya,
Aure´lien, Noreddine, Nourdin [DNN13]). The authors prove a fourth moment theorem for
multiple integrals driven by a q–Brownian motion. This finding extends the recent results by
Nualart and Peccati [NP05] to q–deformed probability theory.
1.4. Goal and overview of the paper. In this paper we show a certain noncommutative
central limit theorem asserting that if a suitably selected family of centered noncommutative
random variables T
ǫ(1)
1 , . . . ,T
ǫ(n)
n , ǫ(i) P t1, ˚, 1u has the property that each pair of them
satisfies the commutation relation if and only if these pairs are independent in a general sense,
then the distribution of the normalized mean converges to the distribution of a Gaussian random
variable of type B. The paper is organized as follows. First, we present definitions of type-B
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partitions and introduce special notation. In section 3 we bring in additional restrictions on
our extra operators and give an abstract version of type-B CLT. Finally, in section 4, we
construct a central object of this paper, namely random matrices, which satisfy the assumption
of CLT. We also show that these matrices asymptotically have the same expectation values as
(α,q)–deformed Gaussian random variables.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Partitions and statistics. Let [n] be the set t1, . . . ,nu. For an ordered set S, let P(S)
denote the lattice of set partitions of that set. We write B P π if B is a class of π and we say that
B is a block of π. We denote by |π| the number of blocks of π, and #π := #S is the cardinality
of S. A class of π is called a singleton if it consists of one element. A pair (or a pair block) V of
a set partition is a block with cardinality 2. We order the classes of π = tB1, . . . ,Blu according
to the order of their last elements, i.e. max(B1) ă max(B2) ă . . . ă max(Bl). When n is even,
a set partition of [n] is called a pair partition if every block is a pair. The set of pair partitions
of [n] is denoted by P2(n).
The element πf is called a set partition of [n] of type B if π is a set partition of [n] and
f : π Ñ t˘1u is a coloring of the blocks of π. We denote by PB(n) the set of all set partitions
of [n] of type B. The notation PB2 (n) denotes the set of set partitions of [n] of type B such that
each block is a pair with color ˘1.
Now, we introduce some partition statistics for πf P PB2 (n). In the equation below, we skip the
index f in π if our statistic does not depend on coloring. Let NB(πf) be the set of negative
blocks (i.e. blocks colored by ´1).
For two blocks V,W of a set partition π P P2(n), we introduce the relations cr and nest as
follows
V
cr„W ðñ there exist i, j P V, k, l PW such that i ă k ă j ă l,
V
nest„ W ðñ if there are i, j P V such that i ă k ă j for any k PW.
For a set partition π let Cr(π) be the number of crossings of π, i.e.
Cr(π) = #ttV,Wu Ă π | V cr„Wu.
Let Nest(πf) be the number of pairs of a negative block and a nesting block
Nest(πf) = #t(V,W) P πf ˆ πf | f(W) = ´1,V nest„ Wu.
2.2. Some special notations. Let h : [r]Ñ N be a map. We denote by kerh the set partition
which is induced by the equivalence relation
k „kerh l ðñ h(k) = h(l).
Similarly, for a multiindex i = (i(1), i(2), . . . , i(n)) P Nn we denote its kernel ker i by the
relation k „ l if and only if i(k) = i(l). Note that writing ker i = π will indicate that
(i(1), i(2), . . . , i(n)) is in the equivalence class identified with the partition π P P(n).
Given ǫ = (ǫ(1), . . . , ǫ(n)) P t1, ˚, 1un, let PB2;ǫ(n) be the set of partitions πf P PB2 (n) such that
when π is written as π = ttz1,w1u, . . . , tzn/2,wn/2uu (zi ă wi), then
ǫ(zi) = ˚ and ǫ(wi) =
"
1 if f(tzi,wiu) = 1
1 if f(tzi,wiu) = ´1,
for all 1 ď i ď n/2.
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In order to simplify notation, for i(1), . . . , i(2n) P [N], πf P PB2;ǫ(2n) such that ker i = π we
will denote
Ξ(πf, i) :=
ź
tzj,wju,tzk,wkuPπ
tzj,wjucr„tzk,wku
f(tzj,wju)=1
Q˚,1(i(zk), i(wj))
ź
tzj,wju,tzk,wkuPπ
tzj,wjucr„tzk,wku
f(tzj,wju)=´1
Q˚,1(i(zk), i(wj))ˆ
ź
tzj,wju,tzk,wkuPπ
tzj,wjunest„ tzk,wku
f(tzk,wku)=1
Q˚,˚(i(zj), i(zk))Q˚,1(i(zj), i(wk))ˆ
ź
tzj,wju,tzk,wkuPπ
tzj,wjunest„ tzk,wku
f(tzk,wku)=´1
Q˚,˚(i(zj), i(zk))Q˚,1(i(zj), i(wk)),
(2.1)
where Q¨,¨(¨, ¨) P R, will be specified in next section, crossing generated by tz,wu and the pairs
nested by tz,wu, respectively.
3. CLT of type B
In this paper we are interested in ˚–probability spaces, since this is the framework which
provides us a nice example of random matrices. A noncommutative probability space (A,ϕ),
if formed by a ˚–algebra A, endowed with an antilinear ˚–operation and a positive, unital
linear functional ϕ : A Ñ C, playing the role of expectation. The elements X P A are called
noncommutative random variables (see [NS06, VDN92, MS17] for more details).
Assumption 1. We assume that (A,ϕ) contains some special sequence of operators tTǫ(i)i uiPN,
ǫ(i) P t1, ˚, 1u (marked by bold letters), which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) (vanishing means and some second mixed moments) for all i P N, we have
ϕ(T˚i ) = ϕ(Ti) = ϕ(T
1
i) = 0,
ϕ(T˚iT
˚
i ) = ϕ(TiTi) = ϕ(TiT
˚
i ) = ϕ(TiT
1
i) = ϕ(T
1
iT
1
i) = ϕ(T
1
iTi) = ϕ(T
1
iT
˚
i ) = 0;
(b) (uniform bounds) for π P P(n), some non-negative real ρπ P R and all i P Nn such that
ker i = π, the following inequality holdsˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕ( nź
j=1
T
ǫ(j)
i(j)
)ˇˇˇˇˇ ď ρπ;
(c) (state ϕ factors over the interval partition) let
π = tt1, . . . , k1u, tk1 + 1, . . . , k2u, . . . , tk|π|´1 + 1, . . . , k|π|uu
be an interval partition of [n] and i P Nn such that ker i = π, then
ϕ
( nź
j=1
T
ǫ(j)
i(j)
)
= ϕ
(
T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(k1)
i(k1)
)
ϕ
(
T
ǫ(k1+1)
i(k1+1)
. . .T
ǫ(k2)
i(k2)
)
. . .ϕ
(
T
ǫ(k|π|´1+1)
i(k|π|´1+1)
. . .T
ǫ(k|π|)
i(k|π|)
)
.
This condition is in some sense equivalent to independence;
(d) (commutation relation) for i ‰ j, i, j P N and all ǫ, ǫ 1 P t1, ˚, 1u our operators satisfy the
relationship
T
ǫ
iT
ǫ 1
j = Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j)T
ǫ 1
j T
ǫ
i ,
with the real-valued coefficients Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j);
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(e) (asymptotic existence) for all πf P PB2,ǫ(2n) ‰ H, the following limit exists
lim
NÑ∞
N´n
ÿ
i(1),...,i(2n)P[N]
ker i=π

Ξ(πf, i)
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=1
ϕ(T˚i(z)Ti(w))
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
ϕ(T˚i(z)T
1
i(w))

 .(3.1)
Throughout the paper λπf denotes the limit above.
Remark 1. (1). If PB2,ǫ(2n) = H, (for example ǫ(1) = ¨ ¨ ¨ = ǫ(2n) = ˚) then we understand
that λπf = 0.
(2). We should assume that one of the two mixed moments vanishes: ϕ(T˚iT
ǫ
i ) = 0 or ϕ(T
ǫ
iT
˚
i ) =
0 for ǫ P t1, 1u. We chose ϕ(T˚iTǫi ) ‰ 0, because this is compatible with the geometry form in
[BEH15], where we used the right creator.
(3). In order to keep the positivity requirements, we should assume that the coefficients
Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j) satisfy some additional assumptions (they cannot take arbitrary values). For ex-
ample
ϕ(T˚1T
˚
2T2T1) = ϕ((T2T1)
˚
T2T1) = Q˚,1(2, 1)Q1,1(2, 1)ϕ(T˚1T1)ϕ(T
˚
2T2) ě 0.
This implies that Q˚,1(2, 1)Q1,1(2, 1) ě 0. It is worth to emphasize that some other relations
of this coefficient follow from assumption that ϕ factors over the interval partition. For example,
ϕ(T˚1T1T
˚
2T2) = ϕ(T
˚
2T2T
˚
1T1), which simply implies thatQ˚,˚(1, 2)Q1,˚(1, 2)Q1,1(1, 2)Q˚,1(1, 1) =
1. Rather than providing more explicit conditions for the corresponding relation we just a priori
assume that sequence of operators tTǫ(i)i uiPN come from a concrete ˚–algebra and coefficients
above are good.
We now state the main result of this section, which extends the deterministic formulation
of the noncommutative CLT of [S92]. ’Deterministic’ means that the commutation sequence is
now fixed. In the next section we will show that these coefficients may be randomly selected.
Theorem 1. Let tTi,T1i,T˚iuiPN P A be a sequence of operators, which satisfy Assumption 1.
Then we have for the sums
SN =
T1 + ¨ ¨ ¨+ TN?
N
, S˚N =
T
˚
1 + ¨ ¨ ¨+ T˚N?
N
and S1N =
T
1
1 + ¨ ¨ ¨+ T1N?
N
,
for all even r P N
lim
NÑ∞
ϕ(S
ǫ(1)
N . . .S
ǫ(r)
N ) =
ÿ
πfPPB2,ǫ(r)
λπf .(3.2)
If r is odd, then the limit above is zero.
Proof. Let us begin to show first that only pair partitions contribute to the corresponding limit.
With the notation
ϕN,π =
1
Nr/2
ÿ
i(1),...,i(r)P[N]
ker i=π
ϕ(T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(r)
i(r) ),
we have
ϕ(S
ǫ(1)
N . . .S
ǫ(r)
N ) =
1
Nr/2
ÿ
i(1),...,i(r)P[N]
ϕ(T
ǫ(1)
i(1)
. . .T
ǫ(r)
i(r)
) =
ÿ
πPP(r)
ϕN,π.
First, we will show that partitions with singletons do not contribute to ϕN,π. Consider a parti-
tion π with a singleton. Then we can rewrite expression T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(r)
i(r) for every ker i = π (via
the commutation relations) into a form associated with interval partition π. In the new situa-
tion state ϕ factors the blocks in π and ϕ(T˚i ) = ϕ(Ti) = ϕ(T
1
i) = 0, thus we get ϕN,π = 0.
Thus only such π partitions contribute which have no singletons. Note that this implies that
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we can restrict our sums over π P P(r) to |π| ď t r
2
u. Recalling that, by the assumption of the
existence of uniform bounds for the moments and equation
ÿ
i(1),...,i(r)P[N]
ker i=π
1 =
(
N
|π|
)
|π|!,
we can estimate |ϕN,π| ď 1Nr/2
(
N
|π|
)|π|!ρπ for some ρπ P R+. Finally, we see that
ˇˇˇ
ϕ(S
ǫ(1)
N . . .S
ǫ(r)
N )
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
πPP(r)
1
Nr/2
(
N
|π|
)
|π|!ρπ.(3.3)
Note that limNÑ∞ 1Nr/2
(
N
|π|
)|π|! = 0 for every |π| ă r
2
and for such π limit of |ϕ(Sǫ(1)N . . .Sǫ(r)N )|,
when NÑ∞, is equal to zero, because the sum in inequality (3.3) above is taken over a fixed
r. This means that |π| = r/2, thus r must be even and π has to be a pair partition.
Let r = 2n and let us fix the partition π = ttz1,w1u, . . . , tzn,wnuu P P2(2n) designed through
the multiindex i by ker i = π. At the outset, recall that expression ϕ(T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(2n)
i(2n) ) (for
ker i = π) has a possible non-zero value if and only if (ǫ(zj), ǫ(wj)) P t(˚, 1), (˚, 1)u for all
j P [n] (which is a simple consequence of Assumption 1(a)). This means that πf P PB2,ǫ(2n),
where the coloring f is determined by pairs (˚, 1) and (˚, 1). Now we will show that for the
above-established partition πf and all indexes i such that ker i = π, commutation rules lead us
to
T
ǫ(1)
i(1)
. . .T
ǫ(2n)
i(2n)
= Ξ(πf, i)T
˚
i(z1)
T
ǫ(w1)
i(w1)
. . .T˚i(zn)T
ǫ(wn)
i(wn)
,(3.4)
where ǫ(wj) P t1, 1u, j P [n]. The proof is given by induction. If n = 1, then we have two pairs
in PB2,ǫ(2) i.e. f(t1, 2u) = 1 and f(t1, 2u) = ´1, which corresponds to (ǫ(1), ǫ(2)) = (˚, 1) and
(ǫ(1), ǫ(2)) = (˚, 1), respectively. In this two situation Ξ(πf, i) = 1 and hence the formula is
true. Suppose that the formula is true for n´ 1. We assume, that π has
‚ pairs U1, . . . ,Us, which are crossing the pair tzn,wnu,
‚ pairs W1, . . . ,Wt, which are covered by tzn,wnu.
In the proof we also use the notations rπ = πzttzn,wnuu, ri = (i(z1), . . . , iˇ(zn), . . . , iˇ(wn)) (su-
perscript iˇ indicates that i has been deleted from the multiindex).
First, let us recall that pair tzn,wnu is the most right in π, namely wn = 2n (which means
that pairs Ui cross them from the left side – see Figure 1(a)). The general strategy of the proof
is to use the commutation relation and shift the operator T˚i(zn) to the right until we ”meet”
the element T
ǫ(wn)
i(wn)
(on the position 2n ´ 1). During this process we have two situations.
Situation 1. When we move the operator T˚i(zn) to the right, we find the crossing pair
Uj = tzj,wju. In this case we use the commutation relation between T˚i(zn) and T
ǫ(wj)
i(wj)
.
The corresponding contribution to coefficient is therefore given by Q˚,ǫ(wj)(i(zn), i(wj)). This
operation graphically corresponds to exchange indices zn and wj, to yield a new type-B pair
partition where tzj,wju to the left of tzn,wnu in the strict sense – see Figure 1(a). Summarizing
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this, we get
Cr(tzn,wnu) =
ź
tzj,wjuPtU1,...,Usu
tzj,wjucr„tzn,wnu
Q˚,ǫ(wj)(i(zn), i(wj))
=
ź
tzj,wjuPtU1,...,Usu
tzj,wjucr„tzn,wnu
f(tzj,wju)=1
Q˚,1(i(zn), i(wj))
ź
tzj,wjuPtU1,...,Usu
tzj,wjucr„tzn,wnu
f(tzj,wju)=´1
Q˚,1(i(zn), i(wj)).
Situation 2. When we shift the operator T˚i(zn) we encounter the nest pairWj = tzj,wju. Then,
by using commutation relation two new terms appear. In the first action between T˚i(zn) and
T
˚
i(zj)
we obtain the expression Q˚,˚(i(zn), i(zj)) – see Figure 1(b). Next in the relationships
between T˚i(zn) and T
ǫ(wj)
i(wj)
the second coefficient appears Q˚,ǫ(wj)(i(zn), i(wj)) – see Figure
1(c). Similarly as in Situation 1 this step can be illustrated to get a new type-B set partition,
where the tzn,wnu, have interval form. Altogether, we get
Nest(tzn,wnu) =
ź
tzj,wjuPtW1,...,Wtu
(zn,wn)
nest„ tzj,wju
Q˚,˚(i(zn), i(zj))Q˚,ǫ(wj)(i(zn), i(wj)) =
ź
tzj,wjuPtW1,...,Wtu
(zn,wn)
nest„ tzj,wju
f(tzj,wju)=1
Q˚,˚(i(zn), i(zj))Q˚,1(i(zn), i(wk))
ź
tzj,wjuPtW1,...,Wtu
(zn,wn)
nest„ tzj,wju
f(tzj,wju)=´1
Q˚,˚(i(zn), i(zj))Q˚,1(i(zn), i(wj)).
(a)
˚ ˝ ˚ ∆ ˝
zj wjzn wn
Uj „ ˘1
Q˚,∆(i(zn),i(wj))
Þ−−−−−−−−−−−−Ñ
˚ ˝ ∆ ˚
zj znwj wn
Uj „ ˘1
˝
(b)
˚ ˚ ˝ ∆ ˝
zn wjzj wn
Q˚,˚(i(zn),i(zj))
Þ−−−−−−−−−−−Ñ
Wj „ ˘1
˚ ˚ ˝ ∆ ˝
zj wjzn wn
Wj „ ˘1
(c)
˚ ˚ ˝ ∆ ˝
zj wjzn wn
Wj „ ˘1
Q˚,∆(i(zn),i(wj))
Þ−−−−−−−−−−−−Ñ
˚ ˝ ∆ ˚
zj znwj wn
Wj „ ˘1
˝
Figure 1. The visualization of bringing a crossing and nesting partition into the
interval form (in the induction step, where ∆ = ǫ(wj), and the notation „ ˘1
means that a pair has color ˘1).
Finally, we can use induction with respect to rπ P PB2,ǫ(2n ´ 2) and ri, because in the new
situation the shifting operator T˚i(zn) together with T
ǫ(wn)
i(wn)
correspond to the pair tzn,wnu
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that does not affect crossing and nesting in partition rπ, i.e.
T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(2n)
i(2n) = Cr(tzn,wnu)Nest(tzn,wnu)T˚i(z1) . . . Tˇ˚i(zn) . . .Tǫ(wn´1)i(wn´1)
induction
T
˚
i(zn)
T
ǫ(wn)
i(wn)
.
Now we can apply the factorization assumption to equation (3.4), which yields
ϕ
(
T
ǫ(1)
i(1) . . .T
ǫ(2n)
i(2n)
)
= Ξ(πf, i)ϕ
(
T
˚
i(z1)
T
ǫ(w1)
i(w1)
)
. . .ϕ
(
T
˚
i(zn)
T
ǫ(wn)
i(wn)
)
= Ξ(πf, i)
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=1
ϕ(T˚i(z)Ti(w))
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
ϕ(T˚i(z)T
1
i(w)).
In the end, we sum over all possible choices of indices i(1), . . . , i(2n) P [N] such that ker i = π,
which by existence of limit (3.1) yields (3.2) and completes the proof. 
4. The Almost Sure Convergence
Now we shall describe a concrete ˚–algebra and construct a family of random matrices (whose
entries are classical random variables), which fulfills Assumption 1, where we focus on the
existence of limit (3.1). As a corollary, we conclude that these random matrices asymptotically
behave like the Gaussian operator of type B.
We assume that the entries of random matrices are the three kinds of random, independent
variables tQ(i, j)ui‰jPN, trQ(i, j)ui‰jPN and tΨiuiPN, and we denote the probability measure on
the probability space of these random structures by P. Families tQ(i, j)uiăj and trQ(i, j)ui‰j
are drawn from a collection of independent and identically distributed random variables (inside
of each family), and Q(i, j) = Q(j, i) for i ą j. What is more, we assume that random variables
tΨiuiPN are independent. In order to get asymptotic results, it is necessary to impose some
additional restrictions:
(a) Q(i, j) have a compact support D1 Ă R which is separated from zero i.e D1 Ĺ Rz(ǫ, ǫ),
for some ǫ ą 0;
(b) rQ(i, j) have a compact support D2 Ă R which is separated from zero;
(c) Ψi have a compact support contained in the set D3 Ă R and
ř
∞
i=1 Var(Ψi) ă∞.
Remark 2. Assumption
ř
∞
i=1 Var(Ψi) ă∞ is purely technical and use it in order to estimate a
variance (this condition can be weakened, but then it is not elegant). Random variables tΨiuiPN
are associated with the parameter α. Our typical example is just a constant function Ψi = α,
for i P N. Actually, we could have assumed in advance that the parameter α is deterministic
in order to facilitate some estimations, but our primary motivation was to make the model
completely random.
LetM2(R) denote the algebra of 2ˆ2 real matrices. In the construction below we use special
notation matrices tσx,γxuxPR PM2(R) given by
σx =
[
1 0
0 x
]
, γx =
[
0 0
x 0
]
.
4.1. Random Matrix Model. We define the ˚–representation as AN := M2(R)bN, where
the ˚ operation is the conjugate transpose. Let the elements TN,i,T1N,i P AN be given by
TN,i = σQ(1,i) b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σQ(i´1,i) b γ1 b σ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σ1
N´i times
,
T
1
N,i = σ rQ(1,i) b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σ rQ(i´1,i) b γΨi b σQ(i+1,i) rQ(i+1,i) b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σQ(N,i) rQ(N,i)
N´i times
.
Remark 3. In literature, the element TN,i is called Jordan-Wigner-transform and is well known
to produce anti-commuting variables (e.g. [Bi97, EE93, S92]). The second matrix T1N,i is new
and might be called full or extended Jordan-Wigner transform, because there is no identity
part, i.e. σ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b σ1.
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Note that the operator T˚N,i is obtained by the transpose of TN,i. Furthermore, let ϕN :
AN Ñ C be the positive map ϕN(a1b¨ ¨ ¨baN) = xe1a1, e1y . . . xe1aN, e1y, where a1, . . . ,aN P
M2(R), x¨, ¨y is the usual inner product on R2 and e1 = (1, 0) is an element of the standard
basis. We claim that the elements above satisfy Assumptions 1(a)-(d). Indeed, restrictions (a)
and (c) follow directly from definition. Note that σxσy = σyσx and γ
˚
yσx = xσxγ
˚
y, which by
elementary manipulations on tensor products implies that Assumption 1(d) is satisfied. The
coefficients Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j) are equal to
Q˚,˚(i, j) = Q(i, j) Q˚,1(i, j) = Q(i, j) Q˚,1(i, j) = rQ(i, j) for i ă j,(4.1)
Q˚,˚(i, j) = Q´1(i, j) Q˚,1(i, j) = Q(i, j) Q˚,1(i, j) = Q(j, i)Q(i, j)
Q2(i,j)
rQ(i, j) for i ą j,(4.2)
where we write directly only these coefficients which are important in the proof of Proposition
1 below (some of remaining relations now follow by taking adjoints of equations (4.1) and
(4.2)). By the same token, we also get that Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j), where ǫ, ǫ
1 P t1, ˚, 1u can be expressed
as Qa(i, j)Qb(j, i)rQc(i, j) for some a,b, c P t´1, 0, 1u. Thus, by establishing compact supports
which are separated from zero, we can estimate
|Qǫ,ǫ 1(i, j)| ď
[
max
(
sup
xPD1
|x|, sup
xPD1
(1/|x|))
]2
max
(
sup
xPD2
|x|, sup
xPD2
(1/|x|)) = K.
Furthermore, observe that for ker i = πˇˇˇˇ
ˇϕN(
nź
j=1
T
ǫ(j)
N,i(j)
)ˇˇˇˇˇ ď KFunction(π)
(
max(1, sup
xPD3
|x|)
)#π
.
Indeed we can use finitely many steps in order to transform
śn
j=1T
ǫ(j)
N,i(j) into a form C(π) ˆrTǫ(j)N,i(j) associated with the interval partition rπ, where C(π) is a product of some coefficients
Qǫ,ǫ 1, which are bounded byK. Now if rπ has the interval form, then the state ϕN(śnj=1 rTǫ(j)N,i(j))
may take three possible values: 0, 1 or
ś
jPS Ψi(j) for some S Ă [n], which finally explain the
inequality above.
Remark 4. (1). In order to improve the clarity of writing in next subsection we skip index N
in ϕ and operators T.
(2). The state ϕ takes random values, so assumption on a compact support is necessary in
order to be able to control for higher-order moments.
(3). It is worth to mention that operator TN,i + T
˚
N,i + T
1
N,i is not self-adjoint, and becomes
self-adjoint only in the trivial case, for Ψi = 0 for all i P N. This element plays a crucial role in
asymptotic realization of Gaussian operator of type B.
4.2. Stochastic interpolation. At this point, we have a natural candidate of operators for
Theorem 1, namely they have good properties, but still we are not sure whether the limit (3.1)
exists. The following proposition explains this problem with almost sure convergence, i.e. we
will show that if we put some restrictions on first moments, then we can easily describe the
desired limit.
Proposition 1. Fix q,α P (´1, 1) and assume that
E
(
Q(i, j)
)
= q, E
(
Q2(i, j)
)
= 1, E
(rQ(i, j)) = q and E(Ψi) = α.
Then for every πf P PB2,ǫ(2n) the limit (3.1) exists (created from the entries of random matrices
T
˚
i ,Ti,T
1
i) and equals
λπf = α
NB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf).
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Proof. For a fixed πf P PB2,ǫ(2n), we consider the classical random variable as below
YN,πf = lim
NÑ∞
N´n
ÿ
i(1),...,i(2n)P[N]
ker i=π

Ξ(πf, i)
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=1
ϕ(T˚i(z)Ti(w))
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
ϕ(T˚i(z)T
1
i(w))

 .
(4.3)
We claim that limNÑ∞YN,πf = λπf . By E(YN,πf) we denote the expectation of random vari-
able YN,πf with respect to P. The first goal is to compute E(YN,πf), namely we will show
that expected value in square bracket of equation (4.3) does not depend on index i. By the
independence assumption on classical random variable (established by ker i = π) it suffices to
evaluate the expected value of a corresponding term separately for each crossing and nesting
partition (contained in Ξ(πf, i)) and suitable coloring from equation (4.3) (related to ϕ).
Case 1. We compute expectation of a part associated with ϕ. Let us first observe that
ϕ(T˚iT
ǫ
i ) =
"
1 if ǫ = 1
Ψi if ǫ = 1,
which immediately implies that for ker i = π, we have
E
( ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=1
ϕ(T˚i(z)Ti(w))
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
ϕ(T˚i(z)T
1
i(w))
)
= αNB(πf).
Case 2. Now we move to the crossing partition, then we can compute the expected value
directly form relation (4.1) and (4.2), namely
E
(
Q˚,∆(i(zk), i(wj))
)
=
$’’&’’%
E
(
Q(i(zk), i(wj))
)
= q if i(zk) ă i(wj), ∆ = 1
E
(
Q(i(zk), i(wj))
)
= q if i(zk) ą i(wj), ∆ = 1
E
(rQ(i(zk), i(wj))) = q if i(zk) ă i(wj), ∆ = 1
E
(
Q2(i(zk), i(wj))
)
E
(rQ(i(zk), i(wj))) = q if i(zk) ą i(wj), ∆ = 1.
Summarizing, we can say that on average (independently from coloring) each crossing con-
tributes to q.
Case 3. The last situation is the nesting partition. In this case we should evaluate
L∆ = E
(
Q˚,˚(i(zj), i(zk))Q˚,∆(i(zj), i(wk))
)
for ∆ P t1, 1u.
To do this, let us divide situation into two steps (a) and (b) and similarly as previously use
equations (4.1) and (4.2). In step (a) we assume that ∆ = 1 – this means that the pair tzk,wku
has color 1. If i(zj) = i(wj) ă i(zk) = i(wk), then
L∆ = E
(
Q2(i(zj), i(wk))
)
= 1.
Otherwise if i(zj) = i(wj) ą i(zk) = i(wk), then expectations are given as
L∆ = E
(
Q´1(i(zj), i(wk))Q(i(zj), i(wk))
)
= 1.
In the second step (b) ∆ = 1 (= pair tzk,wku has color ´1). If i(zj) = i(wj) ă i(zk) = i(wk),
then
L∆ = E
(
Q(i(zj), i(wk))
)
E
(rQ(i(zj), i(wk))) = q2.
On the other hand, when i(zj) = i(wj) ą i(zk) = i(wk), then
L∆ = E
(
Q´1(i(zj), i(wk))Q2(i(zj), i(wk))rQ(i(zj), i(wk))) = q2.
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Finally, each nesting contributes a factor 1 or q2 if covered pair has color 1 or ´1, respectively,
and we have
E(YN,πf) = N
´n ÿ
i(1),...,i(2n)P[N]
ker i=π
αNB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf) = αNB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf)N´n
(
N
n
)
n!.
Thus limNÑ∞ E(YN,πf) = α
NB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf). Now it remains to show that limNÑ∞YN,πf =
E(YN,πf) (in the almost surely sense). For every η ą 0, we have
P
( ď
MěN
t|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)| ą ηu
)
ď
ÿ
MěN
P (t|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)| ą ηu)
ď
ÿ
MěN
E
(|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)|2) /η2.
Now we will focus on estimating the variance Var(YM,πf) = E (|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)|2) . Let us
observe that
Var(YM,πf) = M
´2n ÿ
i(1),...,i(2n)P[M]
ker i=π
k(1),...,k(2n)P[M]
kerk=π
Cov
(
Ξ(πf, i)
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
Ψi(w),Ξ(πf, k)
ź
tz,wuPπ
f(tz,wu)=´1
Ψk(w)
)
.
(4.4)
Firstly, suppose that the set ti(1), . . . , i(2n)uXtk(1), . . . , k(2n)u contains at most one element.
If they are disjoint, then by the independence assumption (on classical random variable), the
corresponding covariances vanish. Assume further that these two sets have exactly one common
element. We would like to emphasize that under this presupposition factors Ξ(πf, i) and Ξ(πf, k)
are still independent, so let us consider the three different situations.
Situation 1. Assume that our common index corresponds to two blocks of π, with sign 1. In
this case random variables tΨiuiPN, which appear in equation (4.4), are independent, so the
corresponding covariance vanishes.
Situation 2. Assume that our common index corresponds to block of π with opposite sign (both
of them do not have color ´1). Then random variables tΨiuiPN, which appear in equation (4.4),
are still independent. Thus we have analogues to Situation 1, i.e. such indices do not contribute
to the variances because of independence.
Situation 3. In the last case common index corresponds to two blocks of π, with color ´1. The
modulus of sums over these indices can be bounded by M´2NB2(πf)
ř
∞
i=1 Var(Ψi). The main
points of explanation of this boundary are following. Let us assume that indices i and k with
common elements correspond to pair ta,a 1u and tb,b 1u (from π, maybe the same), respectively,
i.e. i(a) = i(a 1) = k(b) = k(b 1). Then we can bound the corresponding summands as follows
ˇˇˇ ÿ
i(1),...,i(2n)P[M]
ker i=π
k(1),...,k(2n)P[M]
kerk=π
Cov(¨)
ˇˇˇ
=
ˇˇˇ Mÿ
i(a)=1
ÿ
i(1),...,iˇ(a),...,iˇ(a 1),...,i(2n)P[M]
ker i=π
k(1),...,kˇ(b),...,kˇ(b 1),...,k(2n)P[M]
kerk=π
Cov(¨)
ˇˇˇ
=
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by independeceˇˇˇ Mÿ
i(a)=1
ÿ
iˇ(a),...,iˇ(a 1)P[M]
ker i=π
kˇ(b),...,kˇ(b 1)P[M]
kerk=π
E
(
Ξ(πf, i)Ξ(πf, k)
ź
tz,wuPπztta,a 1uu
f(tz,wu)=´1
Ψi(w)
ź
tz,wuPπzttb,b 1uu
f(tz,wu)=´1
Ψk(w)
)
Var(Ψi(a))
ˇˇˇ
=
ˇˇˇ ÿ
iˇ(a),...,iˇ(a 1)P[M]
ker i=π
kˇ(b),...,kˇ(b 1)P[M]
kerk=π
α2NB(πf)´2q2Cr(π)+4Nest(πf)
Mÿ
i(a)=1
Var(Ψi(a))
ˇˇˇ
ďM2n´2
∞ÿ
i=1
Var(Ψi),
where for the reader’s convenience we skip some indices and expressions in notation (these
omissions follow from the context of the proof and we hope that this is not an impediment).
Factor NB2(πf), which appears in the upper bound follows from counting how many times we
can assign common indices to a block with color ´1. Finally, we show that if we have exactly
two common elements, then there exists a C1 (independent from M) such that our variance is
less than M´2C1.
Secondly, it remains to consider theM2n´2 rest terms of the sums (4.4), which by the Cauchy-
Bunyakovsky-Schwarz inequality is less than M´2nM2n´2 ˆ C2. Summarizing these two esti-
mations above we get
E(|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)|2) ďM´2 ˆ (C1 + C2).
Since the series
ř
∞
M=0M
´2 converges, we have limNÑ∞
ř
MěN E (|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)|2) = 0
and therefore
P
( č
Ně1
ď
MěN
t|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)| ą ηu
)
= lim
NÑ∞
P
( ď
MěN
t|YM,πf ´ E(YM,πf)| ą ηu
)
= 0,
which finishes the proof. 
The main result of the paper is the following corollary, which refers to the goal specified in
Subsection 1.4.
Corollary 1. Combining Theorem 1 with Proposition 1, and comparing the resulting moments
with those given in Subsection 1.1, immediately yields the desired asymptotic models for the
field operators on the (α,q)–Gaussian operator. Indeed, letting ZN = SN+ S
˚
N + S
1
N, E(Ψi) =
αxe, ey and running over all ǫ(i) P t˚, 1, 1u in Theorem 1 yields
lim
NÑ∞
ϕN(Z
2n
N ) =
ÿ
πfPPB2 (2n)
αNB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf)
ź
ti,juPπ
f(ti,ju)=´1
xe, ey = xΩ,G2nα,q(e)Ωyα,q.
where e is the element of the orthonormal basis of HR.
Remark 5. (1). (The analog of Theorem 2 from [S92]). In order to asymptotically realize the
joint moments of Gα,q(e1) ¨ ¨ ¨Gα,q(ek) rather than the moments of Gα,q(e) alone, it suffices to
consider for ǫ P t˚, 1, 1u a sequence
SǫN,k =
1?
N
Nkÿ
i=N(k´1)+1
T
ǫ
Nk,i, k P [N].
It is a partial sum built from non-intersecting subsets of Tǫ. Then we have for all k P N,
i(1), . . . , i(k) P N and ZN,k = SN,k + S˚N,k + S1N,k the following
lim
NÑ∞
ϕN2(ZN,i(1) . . .ZN,i(k)) = xΩ,Gα,q(ei(1)) ¨ ¨ ¨Gα,q(ei(k))Ωyα,q,(4.5)
where ei is the element of the orthogonal basis of HR, which satisfies xei, ejy = 0 for i ‰ j and
E(Ψi) = αxek, eky for i P [N(k´1)+1,Nk]. This result does not follow directly from Theorem
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1 and Proposition 1, but the substantiation goes along the same lines as the proof of these two
results. This is not entirely obvious but we leave the formal proof to the reader, because it
can be obtained by modifications of results above. We just wanted to emphasize that the main
point in the proof is to take care of the domain of the appropriate indices.
(2). In the article [BEH15] we show that the annihilator operator can be decomposed as
bα,q(x) = rq(x) + αℓq(x¯)q
N´1, where x P H (for definitions of rq and ℓq we refer the reader
to [BEH15] because the notation is not short). Theorem 1 really says something more about
asymptotic behavior of SN, S
˚
N and S
1
N. Namely, under the assumption of Corollary 1 and for
all k P N, we have
lim
NÑ∞
ϕ(S
ǫ(1)
N . . .S
ǫ(k)
N ) =
ÿ
πfPPB2,ǫ(2n)
αNB(πf)qCr(π)+2Nest(πf)
ź
ti,juPπ
f(ti,ju)=´1
xe, ey
= xΩ,Bα,q(e)ǫ(1) . . .Bα,q(e)ǫ(k)Ωyα,q,
where B˚α,q(e) = b
˚
α,q(e), Bα,q(e) = rq(e) and B
1
α,q(e) = αℓq(e¯)q
N´1.
Open problem. Formulate CLT for the Gaussian operators of type D [BEH17]. This is
completely unclear to us how to modify the results from this article in order to get CLT of type
D.
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